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Universality is a powerful concept that arises from the divergence of a characteristic length scale.
For condensed matter systems, this length scale is typically the correlation length, which diverges
at critical points separating two different phases. Few-particle systems exhibit a simpler form of
universality when the s-wave scattering length diverges. A prominent example of universal phe-
nomena is the emergence of an infinite tower of three-body bound states obeying discrete scale
invariance, known as the Efimov effect, which has been subject to extensive research in chemical,
atomic, nuclear and particle physics. In principle, these universal phenomena can also emerge in
the excitation spectrum of condensed matter systems, such as quantum magnets [Y. Nishida, Y.
Kato, and C. Batista, Nat. Phys. 9, 93 (2013)]. However, the limited tunability of the effective
inter-particle interaction relative to the kinetic energy has precluded so far their observation. Here
we demonstrate that a high degree of magnetic-field-induced tunability can also be achieved in quan-
tum magnets with strong spin-orbit coupling: a two-magnon resonance condition can be achieved in
Yb2Ti2O7 with a field of ∼ 13 T along the [110] direction, which leads to the formation of Efimov
states in the three-magnon spectrum of this material. Raman scattering experiments can reveal the
field-induced two-magnon resonance, as well as the Efimov three-magnon bound states that emerge
near the resonance condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simplest example of universality arises in the vicin-
ity of scattering resonances of few-body systems, where
the low-energy physics is characterized solely by the s-
wave scattering length a. One of the most prominent
observations of universal phenomena at a → ∞ is the
emergence of an infinite tower of three-body bound states
obeying discrete scale invariance, known as the Efimov
effect [2]:
En+1
En
→ λ−2 (n→∞) (1)
with the universal scale factor λ = 22.6944. For the
last five decades, this effect has been subject to exten-
sive research in chemical, atomic, nuclear and particle
physics [3–9]. However, Efimov states have been ob-
served in very limited systems due to the requirement of
proximity to a scattering resonance. Thus, tunability of
inter-particle interactions are highly desired for their re-
alization, which has only been achieved for atomic gases.
As we will demonstrate here, this tunability can also be
achieved in quantum magnets with strong spin-orbit cou-
pling, which opens the possibility of studying and observ-
ing Efimov states in condensed matter systems.
In general, the main obstacle for observing the univer-
sality in the vicinity of scattering resonances in condensed
matter systems is their limited tunability in comparison
to ultracold atoms, whose Feshbach resonances provide a
way to vary a by applying a uniform magnetic field [10].
Among multiple uses, this tool has served to study the
crossover between Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) of
fermionic molecules and the BCS regime of weakly in-
teracting fermion-pairs in Fermi clouds [11–17]. For the
BECs, Feshbach resonances have been used to study a va-
riety of systems from the non-interacting ideal Bose gases
to the unitary regime of interactions [18–27]. Is it then
possible to find a counterpart of the Feshbach resonances
in solid state physics?
In this paper, we provide an affirmative answer to this
question by demonstrating that a uniform magnetic field
can also be used to tune the s-wave scattering length
for the collision between magnons of quantum magnets
with strong spin-orbit coupling. This goal is achieved
by tuning the effective magnon tunneling with the exter-
nal magnetic field, while keeping the attractive magnon-
magnon interaction practically unchanged. This tunabil-
ity makes it possible to drive the system into its universal
regime by approaching the resonance condition. Because
magnons obey bosonic statistics, this is enough to realize
Efimov states in the three-magnon spectrum of quantum
magnets [1], such as Yb2Ti2O7, as well as other conse-
quences of the universality.
Similar to the case of atomic gases, an external mag-
netic field works as an effective chemical potential for the
magnons of the fully polarized magnetic ground state
that is induced above the saturation field [28]. A key
observation here is that the chemical potential can be
made inhomogeneous in magnets with strong spin-orbit
coupling and more than one magnetic ion per unit cell.
For instance, Yb2Ti2O7 comprises a pyrochlore lattice
(Fig. 1) of Yb3+ cations that can be divided into four
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2symmetry related sublattices, 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond-
ing to the four corners of each tetrahedron with local
high-symmetry axes [111], [11¯1¯], [1¯11¯] and [1¯1¯1] respec-
tively. Because the effective g-tensor of each magnetic
ion is strongly anisotropic, it has a strong sublattice de-
pendence in a global reference frame. In other words,
the chemical potential induced by an external field H =
(Hx, Hy, Hz) is sublattice dependent. For H ‖ [110],
the four sublattices are divided into two pairs: the low-
energy A sublattices 1 and 4 with chemical potential µA
and the high-energy B sublattices 2 and 3 with chemical
potential µB. As it is indicated in Fig. 1(a), the mag-
netic ions in the A (B) sublattices form chains running
along the [110] ([11¯0]) direction. Because µA  µB for
large enough magnetic field values, the A (B) chains be-
come low-energy (high-energy) chains for H ≡ |H| → ∞.
Given that theA and B sublattices form a bipartite graph
(bare magnon tunneling tAB only exists between A and
B sublattices), the effective magnon tunneling tAA be-
tween different low-energy chains can be continuously
suppressed by increasing the energy difference |µA − µB|
[Fig. 1(d)]. Since µA − µB is roughly proportional to H
and tAA ∼ t2AB/H, the field can be used to vary the
effective magnon tunneling between different low-energy
chains. In particular, the original three-dimensional sys-
tem becomes quasi-one-dimensional in the large field
limit. While the above-described set up is the one that
will be used in this paper, we note that it is also possible
to make the system quasi-two-dimensional by applying
the field along the [111] direction. In this case, the A
and B subsystems correspond to alternating triangular
and Kagome layers, respectively.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
introduce the low-energy effective hard-core boson model
derived from the effective spin model of Yb2Ti2O7. In ad-
dition, we describe the numerical calculation methods to
solve the two- and three-magnon problems. In Sec. III,
we show the results of analytical and numerical calcu-
lations of the one-, two-, and three-magnon problems.
We demonstrate that the magnon scattering length can
be tuned with an external magnetic field producing a
two-magnon resonance condition for a field strength of ∼
13 T along the [110] direction. We also demonstrate that
Efimov states emerge in the three-magnon sector near
the two-magnon resonance condition. Finally, in Sec. IV,
we summarize the main results and discuss their experi-
mental realization. All technical details are presented in
Appendices.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
A. Effective hard-core boson model
Yb2Ti2O7 comprises a pyrochlore lattice of magnetic
Yb3+ ions [Fig. 1(a)], whose low-energy degrees of free-
dom (doublets) are described by an effective spin 1/2
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FIG. 1. Pyrochlore lattice formed by Yb cations. (a) Circles
represent Yb cations. Primitive translational vectors, a1–3,
sublattice index, α = 1–4, and the external field direction
H ‖ [110]. Thick blue lines and thin green lines indicate the
low-energy A chains of α = 1 and 4 and the high-energy B
chains of α = 2 and 3, respectively. (b) (11¯1)-plane of the
lattice. (c) (110)-plane of the lattice. Hopping paths of t‖,
t′‖, t⊥, and t
′
⊥ in Heff are indicated. The site indices r1–4
represent an example of 〈r1r2r3〉 or 〈r1r2r3r4〉 in Heff . (d)
Schematic picture of effective hopping tAA induced by tAB.
µA and µB represent the chemical potential of the low-energy
and high-energy sublattices, respectively.
Hamiltonian [29, 30]:
Hspin =
∑
〈rr′〉
[JzzS
z
rS
z
r′ − J±
(
S+r S
−
r′ + h.c.
)
+ J±±
(
γαrαr′S
+
r S
+
r′ + h.c.
)
+ Jz±
{
Szr
(
ζαrαr′S
+
r′ + h.c.
)
+ (r↔ r′)}]
− µBµ0
∑
η,ν
Hη
∑
r
gηναrS
ν
r . (2)
The spin 1/2 operators, Sνr (ν = x, y, or z, and S
±
r =
Sxr ± iSyr), are expressed in a sublattice dependent ref-
erence frame, whose local z-axis is parallel to the local
3[111] direction. The index αr = 1–4 indicates the sublat-
tice of the site r, and 〈rr′〉 indicates that the sum ∑〈rr′〉
runs over the nearest-neighbor sites of the pyrochlore lat-
tice. The sums of η and ν run over x, y, and z. µB is
the Bohr magneton, and µ0 is the permeability constant.
γαrαr′ and ζαrαr′ are phase factors, and gαr is the g-
tensor for sites in the sublattice αr (Appendix A). The
model parameters (Jzz, J±±, J±, Jz±, g‖, and g⊥) are set
to the values estimated from a recent inelastic neutron
scattering experiment of Yb2Ti2O7 [31]. The effective
spin 1/2 moments can be mapped into hard core bosons
with creation and annihilation operators a†r and ar, re-
spectively [32]. By choosing the local quantization axis to
be parallel to the magnetic moment, the exact mapping
leads to a hard-core boson model with no linear terms in
the creation or annihilation operators (Appendix B).
The Zeeman term, which is dominant for relatively
high fields (µ0H  |Jzz|, |J±|, |J±±|, |Jz±|), becomes a
sublattice dependent chemical potential term in the hard-
core boson language, with |µα| being roughly propor-
tional toH. In particular, the difference between µ1 = µ4
and µ2 = µ3 increases in proportion to H because of the
strongly anisotropic g-tensor that arises from a combina-
tion of strong spin-orbit coupling and the crystal field of
the Yb cation. The energy scale of all the other terms in
Hamiltonian is much smaller than |µα| and |µ1 − µ2| for
high enough fields. Thus, we will regard the chemical po-
tential (Zeeman) terms as the unperturbed Hamiltonian
and we will treat the rest as perturbation.
By applying the second order degenerate perturbation
theory (Appendix C), we obtain an effective low-energy
Hamiltonian for bosons on the chains 1 and 4 that con-
serves the particle number:
Heff = −µ
∑
r
nr
+ t‖
∑
〈rr′〉‖
(a†rar′ + h.c.) + t
′
‖
∑
〈rr′〉′‖
(a†rar′ + h.c.)
+ t⊥
∑
〈rr′〉⊥
(a†rar′ + h.c.) + t
′
⊥
∑
〈rr′〉′⊥
(a†rar′ + h.c.)
+ u‖
∑
〈rr′〉‖
nrnr′ + u
′
‖
∑
〈rr′〉′‖
nrnr′ + u⊥
∑
〈rr′〉⊥
nrnr′
+ u′⊥
∑
〈rr′〉′⊥
nrnr′ + v1
∑
〈r1r2r3〉
(a†r1nr2ar3 + h.c.)
+ v2
∑
〈r1r2r3r4〉
(a†r2ar3 + h.c.)(nr1 + nr4)
+ w
∑
〈r1r2r3〉
nr1nr2nr3 + U
∑
r
nr(nr − 1), (3)
where t′⊥ = t⊥ and u
′
⊥ = −u⊥. µ is the chemical po-
tential including the second order correction, the follow-
ing four hopping terms represent the kinetic energy, and
the rest of the terms are multi-body interactions. The
brackets 〈rr′〉‖, 〈rr′〉′‖, 〈rr′〉⊥, and 〈rr′〉′⊥ indicate that
the sums run over intrachain nearest-neighbors (n.n.),
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FIG. 2. Model parameters for the effective boson Hamilto-
nian Heff obtained for the spin Hamiltonian Hspin reported in
Ref. [31]. (a) Chemical potential µ. (b) Hopping amplitudes
t‖, t
′
‖, and t⊥. (c) Interactions u‖, u
′
‖, u⊥, v1, v2, and w.
For better visibility, all the interactions, except for u‖, are
multiplied by 10.
intrachain next n.n., interchain n.n., and interchain next
n.n. separated by a site on sublattices 2 or 3, respec-
tively [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The brackets 〈r1r2r3〉 and
〈r1r2r3r4〉 indicate that the corresponding sums run over
all possible combinations of consecutive three and four
sites, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. U(= ∞) is the on-site re-
pulsion that enforces the hard-core constraint.
Figure 2 shows the field dependence of the parameters
of Heff in the field range of µ0H = 10–40 T where the
energy scale of µ is larger than those of the other param-
eters by one order of magnitude. While all the hopping
amplitudes have a strong field dependence, the relative
change of the dominant attractive interaction u‖ remains
very small over the whole field range. In other words, the
ratio of the attractive interaction and the kinetic energy
is widely tunable by the external field. This behavior
resembles the case of ultracold atomic gases trapped in
4a periodic optical lattice, where the hopping amplitude
is controlled by tuning the depth of the periodic poten-
tial [33]. In our case, however, the strong field depen-
dence of t‖ and t⊥ is caused by a different mechanism:
the amplitude of the magnon tunneling via the “high-
energy” sublattices 2 or 3 is inversely proportional to the
energy barrier µ1 − µ2.
While the hopping amplitudes are comparable to each
other, the interactions u′‖, v2, and w are much smaller
than the other interactions in the field range of µ0H =
10–40 T. We will then ignore these three interactions
hereafter to reduce the computational cost of solving the
two-body and three-body problems. Our exact diagonal-
ization results for Heff on a cluster of linear size L = 12
(i.e., 2 × L3 sites) confirm that these interactions have
indeed a negligible effect.
B. Numerical calculation methods for two- and
three-magnon problems
We numerically analyze the two- and three-magnon
problems using the effective hard-core boson model, in
which the number of magnons is conserved. The eigen-
values and the eigenstates of the two- and three-magnon
sectors of the Hamiltonian (3) are obtained from exact
diagonalization on finite lattices and from a numerical
solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. In the
exact diagonalization method, we use the Krylov-Shur
algorithm (library SLEPc [34]) to compute the lowest
energy state in each sector. The advantage of the ex-
act diagonalization method is its simpler implementa-
tion. The calculations are performed with lattices of
linear size L ≤ 72 and L ≤ 18 for the two- and three-
magnon bound states, respectively. It is confirmed that
these linear sizes are large enough for the accurate es-
timates of the s-wave scattering length and the binding
energies of the two-magnon bound state and the lowest
three-magnon bound state. The binding energy of the
latter is well converged with respect to the system size,
because its linear size is as small as a few lattice spacings.
On the other hand, the same is not true for the first ex-
cited three-magnon bound state, because its linear size
is larger and comparable to the maximum system size
that can be reached with the state of the art exact diag-
onalization method. However, its binding energy can still
be computed by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion with the Gaussian quadrature rule for the numerical
integrations in momentum space.
For the solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation,
we consider essentially the same linear integral equations
that were introduced in Ref. [1] for the case of the sim-
ple cubic lattice. However, the number of equations in-
creases from 2 to 24 because of the multiple sublattice
structure of the pyrochlore lattice. Detailed derivations
of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations for the two- and
three-magnon sectors are given in the Appendix D.
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FIG. 3. s-wave scattering length in the unit of lattice spac-
ing. The scattering length a (red line) shows the divergent
behavior of a ∝ (H −Hc)−1 near the two-magnon resonance
condition µ0Hc = 12.91 T (dashed line).
III. RESULTS
A. Single-magnon spectrum
The single-magnon dispersion is obtained by diagonal-
izing the one-body component (first five terms) of Heff
(Appendix D 2). For t‖, t′, t⊥ < 0, the lower branch
of the spectrum E−(k) has a minimum at k = 0 where
k = (k1G1 + k2G2 + k3G3) /2pi with the reciprocal lat-
tice vectors, G1–3, for the primitive vectors, a1–3, shown
in Fig. 1(a). In the long-wavelength limit, |k|  1, we
find
E−(k) ' −µ+ 2t‖ + 2t′‖ + 8t⊥ +
k
2
2mz
, (4)
where k = [
√
mz/mx(k1 − k3/2),
√
mz/mx(k2 −
k3/2), k3], m
−1
z = −t‖/2 − 2t′‖ − t⊥, and m−1x = −4t⊥.
The effective masses mz and mx correspond to the [110]
and the G1,2(⊥ [110]) directions, respectively. There-
fore, the low-energy physics of Yb2Ti2O7 is described by
bosons in continuous space with the anisotropic mass ten-
sor. Two- and three-magnon binding energies discussed
below are measured from the bottoms of two- and three-
magnon continua at E = 2E−(0) and 3E−(0), respec-
tively.
B. Two-magnon resonance
The low-energy scattering of magnons is parametrized
by the s-wave scattering length a, which can be extracted
by solving the two-magnon problem (Appendix D 3). Be-
cause of the field dependence of the parameters of Heff ,
a also varies with the magnetic field. Figure 3 shows
the field dependence of a, establishing its magnetic-field-
induced tunability. In particular, we find the divergent
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FIG. 4. Energy spectrum of the three-magnon states mea-
sured from 3E−(0). The cross (×) marks the critical field
µ0Hc for the two-magnon resonance. The green line repre-
sents the lower threshold of the bimagnon-magnon continuum
corresponding to the negative of the two-magnon binding en-
ergy. The black thin line indicates the universal form of the
two-magnon binding energy, −1/(mza2), for H → Hc. The
blue circles represent the energy of the lowest (n = 0) three-
magnon bound state corresponding to the negative of three-
magnon binding energy.
behavior of a at µ0Hc = 12.91 T, which corresponds
to the two-magnon resonance condition and signals the
onset of a two-magnon bound state for H > Hc. The
green line in Fig. 4 then shows the field dependence of
the two-magnon binding energy that is obtained from the
exact diagonalization of Heff . As expected from the uni-
versality, the binding energy vanishes as 1/(mza
2) upon
approaching Hc. We note that the two-magnon bound
state dispersion has a global minimum at center-of-mass
momentum K = 0.
C. Three-magnon Efimov states
The exact diagonalization method is also applied to the
three-magnon problem to compute the binding energies
of the three-magnon bound states. Since the two-magnon
bound state emerges for H > Hc, the lower threshold
of the continuum is set by an eigenstate consisting of
a two-magnon bound state or “bimagnon” plus a single
magnon. Out of the few three-magnon bound states that
appear below this threshold, we can identify two branches
of s-wave bound states, labeled by n = 0 and n = 1, as
well as a branch of p-wave bound states. The s-wave
bound states are candidates for the Efimov states. The
binding energy of the lowest (n = 0) three-magnon bound
state is shown in Fig. 4. The binding energy of the n = 1
state is not shown there because it is too shallow and
hard to distinguish from the two-magnon binding energy
(green line).
We then focus on the s-wave three-magnon bound
states (n = 0 and n = 1) at the resonance condi-
tion µ0H = 12.91 T. Our numerical solutions of the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation (Appendix D 4) produce
well converged binding energies for the n = 0 and 1
states,
E0 = 0.062 493 meV, (5)
E1 = 0.000 180 meV, (6)
and the square root of their ratio is√
E0
E1
= 18.6. (7)
This value deviates from the universal value λ = 22.6944,
for n → ∞, because the linear size of the n = 0 state is
comparable to the lattice spacing and lattice effects in-
troduce a significant correction to its universal character.
Similar deviations have been reported for the ratio E0/E1
obtained with a simpler spin Hamiltonian on a cubic lat-
tice [1], where the ratios En/En+1 for n = 1, 2 are also
computed and found to follow the universal value. Due
to numerical limitations, we only have access to the n = 0
and n = 1 states. Consequently, to identify the Efimov
character of each n state, we are led to compare its wave
function with the universal wave function of the Efimov
state.
It is convenient to express the three-magnon wave func-
tion in mixed representation, ψm(r;k), where r is the
relative coordinate of two magnons and k is the rel-
ative momentum of the third magnon with respect to
the center-of-mass of the other two. m ≡ (m1,m2,m3)
and mj = +,− corresponding to α = 4, 1, respectively,
identifies the sublattice in which the jth magnon resides.
The center-of-mass momentum is set to zero because we
are interested in the universal behavior that emerges in
the long-wavelength limit of the theory. Similarly to the
case of two-body bound states, the three-body bound
states are expected to have minimum energy for center-
of-mass momentum K = 0 because the single-magnon
spectrum has a global minimum at k = 0 [Sec. IIIA].
The three-magnon wave function is obtained by solving
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (Appendix D 4). To
compare the resulting wave functions against the uni-
versal theory, we express them in terms of the rescaled
wave vector k introduced in Eq. (4). Here the effective
masses of m−1z = 0.0399 meV and m
−1
x = 0.0425 meV
for µ0H = 12.91 T are used.
The wave functions of Efimov states obey,[
3
4
( |k|
κn
)2
+ 1
]
ψm(r;k) = f
(√
3
4
|k|
κn
)
, (8)
f(z) =
sin[s0arcsinh(z)]
s0z
√
z2 + 1, (9)
for |r| . 1 and |k|  1 (Appendix E). Here the lat-
tice spacing is adopted as the unit of length, f(z) with
s0 = 1.00624 is the universal function [35], and κ
−1
n =
6 -2
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z =
p
3/4|k|/1
<latexit sha1_base64="DpmPNV Py/0/xXzRmFXKfIiRmcZw=">AAACTnicbZDLahtBEEV7lJci5yHHy2ya iEAgwZ5xBM4mYMjGSwcs26AZRE2rRm7Ur3TXGJSJPiJfk23yB9n6R7wz TkvWwrJT0HC4dauLuqVTMlCaXiStBw8fPX7SftrZePb8xcvu5qvjYGsv cCCssv60hIBKGhyQJIWnziPoUuFJOf2y6J+cow/SmiOaOSw0TIyspACK 0qj7/jv/nIdvnpqPO/05/5Hb6F581uRlxadR4Tv5FJyDUTbq9tLtdFn 8PmQr6LFVHY42k418bEWt0ZBQEMIwSx0VDXiSQuG8k9cBHYgpTHAIfQc O/QcFZhxExKKZoNVIfrZujGhAYyia5flz/jYqY15ZH58hvlRvTzSgQ5j pMjo10Fm421uI/+sNa6o+FY00riY04mZRVStOli+y5GPpUZCaRQDhZTy KizPwICgmvral1PNOjC+7G9Z9ON7dziJ/7ff2+6sg2+w1e8PesYztsX1 2wA7ZgAn2k/1iv9mf5G9ymVwl1zfWVrKa2WJr1Wr/A3Nws4A=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="DpmPNV Py/0/xXzRmFXKfIiRmcZw=">AAACTnicbZDLahtBEEV7lJci5yHHy2ya iEAgwZ5xBM4mYMjGSwcs26AZRE2rRm7Ur3TXGJSJPiJfk23yB9n6R7wz TkvWwrJT0HC4dauLuqVTMlCaXiStBw8fPX7SftrZePb8xcvu5qvjYGsv cCCssv60hIBKGhyQJIWnziPoUuFJOf2y6J+cow/SmiOaOSw0TIyspACK 0qj7/jv/nIdvnpqPO/05/5Hb6F581uRlxadR4Tv5FJyDUTbq9tLtdFn 8PmQr6LFVHY42k418bEWt0ZBQEMIwSx0VDXiSQuG8k9cBHYgpTHAIfQc O/QcFZhxExKKZoNVIfrZujGhAYyia5flz/jYqY15ZH58hvlRvTzSgQ5j pMjo10Fm421uI/+sNa6o+FY00riY04mZRVStOli+y5GPpUZCaRQDhZTy KizPwICgmvral1PNOjC+7G9Z9ON7dziJ/7ff2+6sg2+w1e8PesYztsX1 2wA7ZgAn2k/1iv9mf5G9ymVwl1zfWVrKa2WJr1Wr/A3Nws4A=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="DpmPNV Py/0/xXzRmFXKfIiRmcZw=">AAACTnicbZDLahtBEEV7lJci5yHHy2ya iEAgwZ5xBM4mYMjGSwcs26AZRE2rRm7Ur3TXGJSJPiJfk23yB9n6R7wz TkvWwrJT0HC4dauLuqVTMlCaXiStBw8fPX7SftrZePb8xcvu5qvjYGsv cCCssv60hIBKGhyQJIWnziPoUuFJOf2y6J+cow/SmiOaOSw0TIyspACK 0qj7/jv/nIdvnpqPO/05/5Hb6F581uRlxadR4Tv5FJyDUTbq9tLtdFn 8PmQr6LFVHY42k418bEWt0ZBQEMIwSx0VDXiSQuG8k9cBHYgpTHAIfQc O/QcFZhxExKKZoNVIfrZujGhAYyia5flz/jYqY15ZH58hvlRvTzSgQ5j pMjo10Fm421uI/+sNa6o+FY00riY04mZRVStOli+y5GPpUZCaRQDhZTy KizPwICgmvral1PNOjC+7G9Z9ON7dziJ/7ff2+6sg2+w1e8PesYztsX1 2wA7ZgAn2k/1iv9mf5G9ymVwl1zfWVrKa2WJr1Wr/A3Nws4A=</latex it><latexit sha1_base64="DpmPNV Py/0/xXzRmFXKfIiRmcZw=">AAACTnicbZDLahtBEEV7lJci5yHHy2ya iEAgwZ5xBM4mYMjGSwcs26AZRE2rRm7Ur3TXGJSJPiJfk23yB9n6R7wz TkvWwrJT0HC4dauLuqVTMlCaXiStBw8fPX7SftrZePb8xcvu5qvjYGsv cCCssv60hIBKGhyQJIWnziPoUuFJOf2y6J+cow/SmiOaOSw0TIyspACK 0qj7/jv/nIdvnpqPO/05/5Hb6F581uRlxadR4Tv5FJyDUTbq9tLtdFn 8PmQr6LFVHY42k418bEWt0ZBQEMIwSx0VDXiSQuG8k9cBHYgpTHAIfQc O/QcFZhxExKKZoNVIfrZujGhAYyia5flz/jYqY15ZH58hvlRvTzSgQ5j pMjo10Fm421uI/+sNa6o+FY00riY04mZRVStOli+y5GPpUZCaRQDhZTy KizPwICgmvral1PNOjC+7G9Z9ON7dziJ/7ff2+6sg2+w1e8PesYztsX1 2wA7ZgAn2k/1iv9mf5G9ymVwl1zfWVrKa2WJr1Wr/A3Nws4A=</latex it>
f(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZpP6A8 ZwNFGuXUQR+FIPhbmBhpo=">AAACJXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMbER6JLN4NB UJAwEwK6DLhxGcE8IBlCTacmadLdM3T3CHHIL7jVP/Br3Ingyl+x81gY 44WCw60qirphwpk2nvflbGxube/s5vbyhf2Dw6Ni6bil41RRbNKYx6oT gkbOJDYNMxw7iUIQIcd2OL6d9duPqDSL5YOZJBgIGEoWMQpmZkUXT5f9 YtmreHO56+AvoUyWavRLTqE3iGkqUBrKQeuu7yUmyEAZRjlO871UYwJ 0DEPsQi2BBNUVBznQ1GKQDTEWaNRkddCiBIE6yOZfTd1z6wzcKFa2pHH n7u+NDITWExHaSQFmpP/2ZuZ/vW5qopsgYzJJDUq6OBSl3DWxO4vIHTC F1PCJBaCK2adcOgIF1NggV66EYpq38fl/w1qHVrXiW76vlevVZZA5ckr OyAXxyTWpkzvSIE1CyYg8kxfy6rw5786H87kY3XCWOydkRc73DydipIU =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpP6A8 ZwNFGuXUQR+FIPhbmBhpo=">AAACJXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMbER6JLN4NB UJAwEwK6DLhxGcE8IBlCTacmadLdM3T3CHHIL7jVP/Br3Ingyl+x81gY 44WCw60qirphwpk2nvflbGxube/s5vbyhf2Dw6Ni6bil41RRbNKYx6oT gkbOJDYNMxw7iUIQIcd2OL6d9duPqDSL5YOZJBgIGEoWMQpmZkUXT5f9 YtmreHO56+AvoUyWavRLTqE3iGkqUBrKQeuu7yUmyEAZRjlO871UYwJ 0DEPsQi2BBNUVBznQ1GKQDTEWaNRkddCiBIE6yOZfTd1z6wzcKFa2pHH n7u+NDITWExHaSQFmpP/2ZuZ/vW5qopsgYzJJDUq6OBSl3DWxO4vIHTC F1PCJBaCK2adcOgIF1NggV66EYpq38fl/w1qHVrXiW76vlevVZZA5ckr OyAXxyTWpkzvSIE1CyYg8kxfy6rw5786H87kY3XCWOydkRc73DydipIU =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpP6A8 ZwNFGuXUQR+FIPhbmBhpo=">AAACJXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMbER6JLN4NB UJAwEwK6DLhxGcE8IBlCTacmadLdM3T3CHHIL7jVP/Br3Ingyl+x81gY 44WCw60qirphwpk2nvflbGxube/s5vbyhf2Dw6Ni6bil41RRbNKYx6oT gkbOJDYNMxw7iUIQIcd2OL6d9duPqDSL5YOZJBgIGEoWMQpmZkUXT5f9 YtmreHO56+AvoUyWavRLTqE3iGkqUBrKQeuu7yUmyEAZRjlO871UYwJ 0DEPsQi2BBNUVBznQ1GKQDTEWaNRkddCiBIE6yOZfTd1z6wzcKFa2pHH n7u+NDITWExHaSQFmpP/2ZuZ/vW5qopsgYzJJDUq6OBSl3DWxO4vIHTC F1PCJBaCK2adcOgIF1NggV66EYpq38fl/w1qHVrXiW76vlevVZZA5ckr OyAXxyTWpkzvSIE1CyYg8kxfy6rw5786H87kY3XCWOydkRc73DydipIU =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpP6A8 ZwNFGuXUQR+FIPhbmBhpo=">AAACJXicbZDLSgNBEEV7fMbER6JLN4NB UJAwEwK6DLhxGcE8IBlCTacmadLdM3T3CHHIL7jVP/Br3Ingyl+x81gY 44WCw60qirphwpk2nvflbGxube/s5vbyhf2Dw6Ni6bil41RRbNKYx6oT gkbOJDYNMxw7iUIQIcd2OL6d9duPqDSL5YOZJBgIGEoWMQpmZkUXT5f9 YtmreHO56+AvoUyWavRLTqE3iGkqUBrKQeuu7yUmyEAZRjlO871UYwJ 0DEPsQi2BBNUVBznQ1GKQDTEWaNRkddCiBIE6yOZfTd1z6wzcKFa2pHH n7u+NDITWExHaSQFmpP/2ZuZ/vW5qopsgYzJJDUq6OBSl3DWxO4vIHTC F1PCJBaCK2adcOgIF1NggV66EYpq38fl/w1qHVrXiW76vlevVZZA5ckr OyAXxyTWpkzvSIE1CyYg8kxfy6rw5786H87kY3XCWOydkRc73DydipIU =</latexit>
(z2 + 1)Im[ m(a3/2;k)]
<latexit sha1_ base64="sQdNXeZtCj73EdVffWnZ i4aos/4=">AAACVnicbZDBShxBEI Z7xhjNmsRVj7k0WQIrCWZmFRS8CL kkNwOuCjuToaa3Zm22u6fp7hHWYR 7Ep8k1eQPzMmLvuAdXU9D0x/9XUd Sfa8Gti6J/QbjyavX12vqbzsbbd+ 83u1vb57asDMMhK0VpLnOwKLjCoe NO4KU2CDIXeJFPv839i2s0lpfqzM 00phImihecgfNS1t3v3/wafI53aZ 0YSX/IZpRoy7M6yQsqm377Q5Ptfx 0ctzxtdtOs24v2orboS4gX0COLO s22go1kXLJKonJMgLWjONIurcE4z gQ2naSyqIFNYYIjONCg0XwRoMaWe UzrCZYSnZktN3pUINGmdRtDQz95Z UyL0vinHG3VpxM1SGtnMvedEtyVf e7Nxf95o8oVR2nNla4cKva4qKgEd SWdZ0rH3CBzYuYBmOH+KMquwABzP vmlLblsOj6++HlYL+F8sBd7/nnQO xksglwnH8hH0icxOSQn5Ds5JUPCy C35Tf6Qv8FdcB+uhmuPrWGwmNkhS xV2HwCBwrNp</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="sQdNXeZtCj73EdVffWnZ i4aos/4=">AAACVnicbZDBShxBEI Z7xhjNmsRVj7k0WQIrCWZmFRS8CL kkNwOuCjuToaa3Zm22u6fp7hHWYR 7Ep8k1eQPzMmLvuAdXU9D0x/9XUd Sfa8Gti6J/QbjyavX12vqbzsbbd+ 83u1vb57asDMMhK0VpLnOwKLjCoe NO4KU2CDIXeJFPv839i2s0lpfqzM 00phImihecgfNS1t3v3/wafI53aZ 0YSX/IZpRoy7M6yQsqm377Q5Ptfx 0ctzxtdtOs24v2orboS4gX0COLO s22go1kXLJKonJMgLWjONIurcE4z gQ2naSyqIFNYYIjONCg0XwRoMaWe UzrCZYSnZktN3pUINGmdRtDQz95Z UyL0vinHG3VpxM1SGtnMvedEtyVf e7Nxf95o8oVR2nNla4cKva4qKgEd SWdZ0rH3CBzYuYBmOH+KMquwABzP vmlLblsOj6++HlYL+F8sBd7/nnQO xksglwnH8hH0icxOSQn5Ds5JUPCy C35Tf6Qv8FdcB+uhmuPrWGwmNkhS xV2HwCBwrNp</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="sQdNXeZtCj73EdVffWnZ i4aos/4=">AAACVnicbZDBShxBEI Z7xhjNmsRVj7k0WQIrCWZmFRS8CL kkNwOuCjuToaa3Zm22u6fp7hHWYR 7Ep8k1eQPzMmLvuAdXU9D0x/9XUd Sfa8Gti6J/QbjyavX12vqbzsbbd+ 83u1vb57asDMMhK0VpLnOwKLjCoe NO4KU2CDIXeJFPv839i2s0lpfqzM 00phImihecgfNS1t3v3/wafI53aZ 0YSX/IZpRoy7M6yQsqm377Q5Ptfx 0ctzxtdtOs24v2orboS4gX0COLO s22go1kXLJKonJMgLWjONIurcE4z gQ2naSyqIFNYYIjONCg0XwRoMaWe UzrCZYSnZktN3pUINGmdRtDQz95Z UyL0vinHG3VpxM1SGtnMvedEtyVf e7Nxf95o8oVR2nNla4cKva4qKgEd SWdZ0rH3CBzYuYBmOH+KMquwABzP vmlLblsOj6++HlYL+F8sBd7/nnQO xksglwnH8hH0icxOSQn5Ds5JUPCy C35Tf6Qv8FdcB+uhmuPrWGwmNkhS xV2HwCBwrNp</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="sQdNXeZtCj73EdVffWnZ i4aos/4=">AAACVnicbZDBShxBEI Z7xhjNmsRVj7k0WQIrCWZmFRS8CL kkNwOuCjuToaa3Zm22u6fp7hHWYR 7Ep8k1eQPzMmLvuAdXU9D0x/9XUd Sfa8Gti6J/QbjyavX12vqbzsbbd+ 83u1vb57asDMMhK0VpLnOwKLjCoe NO4KU2CDIXeJFPv839i2s0lpfqzM 00phImihecgfNS1t3v3/wafI53aZ 0YSX/IZpRoy7M6yQsqm377Q5Ptfx 0ctzxtdtOs24v2orboS4gX0COLO s22go1kXLJKonJMgLWjONIurcE4z gQ2naSyqIFNYYIjONCg0XwRoMaWe UzrCZYSnZktN3pUINGmdRtDQz95Z UyL0vinHG3VpxM1SGtnMvedEtyVf e7Nxf95o8oVR2nNla4cKva4qKgEd SWdZ0rH3CBzYuYBmOH+KMquwABzP vmlLblsOj6++HlYL+F8sBd7/nnQO xksglwnH8hH0icxOSQn5Ds5JUPCy C35Tf6Qv8FdcB+uhmuPrWGwmNkhS xV2HwCBwrNp</latexit>
(z2 + 1)Re[ m(a3/2;k)]
<latexit sha1_ base64="SQeearulss/qiaFuzLxM 2TfZgVU=">AAACVnicbZDBTttAEI bXBgoNbQnl2MuKqFJQK2oHpCL1gs SFI6AGkGLXGm/GYZXd9Wp3XSlYfh CeptfyBvAyVTcmhwY60mo//f+MRv PnWnDrougxCFdW116tb7zubL55+2 6ru/3+0paVYThkpSjNdQ4WBVc4dN wJvNYGQeYCr/Lpydy/+onG8lJ9dz ONqYSJ4gVn4LyUdQ/6tz8Gn+I9Wi dG0gtsRom2PKuTvKCy6bc/NNnBl8 G3lqfNXpp1e9F+1BZ9CfECemRRZ 9l2sJmMS1ZJVI4JsHYUR9qlNRjHm cCmk1QWNbApTHAEhxo0ms8C1Ngyj 2k9wVKiM7PlRo8KJNq0bmNo6Eevj GlRGv+Uo63670QN0tqZzH2nBHdjn 3tz8X/eqHLFUVpzpSuHij0tKipBX UnnmdIxN8icmHkAZrg/irIbMMCcT 35pSy6bjo8vfh7WS7gc7Meezw97x 4NFkBvkA9klfRKTr+SYnJIzMiSM3 JFf5De5Dx6CP+FauP7UGgaLmR2yV GH3L4Ots2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="SQeearulss/qiaFuzLxM 2TfZgVU=">AAACVnicbZDBTttAEI bXBgoNbQnl2MuKqFJQK2oHpCL1gs SFI6AGkGLXGm/GYZXd9Wp3XSlYfh CeptfyBvAyVTcmhwY60mo//f+MRv PnWnDrougxCFdW116tb7zubL55+2 6ru/3+0paVYThkpSjNdQ4WBVc4dN wJvNYGQeYCr/Lpydy/+onG8lJ9dz ONqYSJ4gVn4LyUdQ/6tz8Gn+I9Wi dG0gtsRom2PKuTvKCy6bc/NNnBl8 G3lqfNXpp1e9F+1BZ9CfECemRRZ 9l2sJmMS1ZJVI4JsHYUR9qlNRjHm cCmk1QWNbApTHAEhxo0ms8C1Ngyj 2k9wVKiM7PlRo8KJNq0bmNo6Eevj GlRGv+Uo63670QN0tqZzH2nBHdjn 3tz8X/eqHLFUVpzpSuHij0tKipBX UnnmdIxN8icmHkAZrg/irIbMMCcT 35pSy6bjo8vfh7WS7gc7Meezw97x 4NFkBvkA9klfRKTr+SYnJIzMiSM3 JFf5De5Dx6CP+FauP7UGgaLmR2yV GH3L4Ots2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="SQeearulss/qiaFuzLxM 2TfZgVU=">AAACVnicbZDBTttAEI bXBgoNbQnl2MuKqFJQK2oHpCL1gs SFI6AGkGLXGm/GYZXd9Wp3XSlYfh CeptfyBvAyVTcmhwY60mo//f+MRv PnWnDrougxCFdW116tb7zubL55+2 6ru/3+0paVYThkpSjNdQ4WBVc4dN wJvNYGQeYCr/Lpydy/+onG8lJ9dz ONqYSJ4gVn4LyUdQ/6tz8Gn+I9Wi dG0gtsRom2PKuTvKCy6bc/NNnBl8 G3lqfNXpp1e9F+1BZ9CfECemRRZ 9l2sJmMS1ZJVI4JsHYUR9qlNRjHm cCmk1QWNbApTHAEhxo0ms8C1Ngyj 2k9wVKiM7PlRo8KJNq0bmNo6Eevj GlRGv+Uo63670QN0tqZzH2nBHdjn 3tz8X/eqHLFUVpzpSuHij0tKipBX UnnmdIxN8icmHkAZrg/irIbMMCcT 35pSy6bjo8vfh7WS7gc7Meezw97x 4NFkBvkA9klfRKTr+SYnJIzMiSM3 JFf5De5Dx6CP+FauP7UGgaLmR2yV GH3L4Ots2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_ base64="SQeearulss/qiaFuzLxM 2TfZgVU=">AAACVnicbZDBTttAEI bXBgoNbQnl2MuKqFJQK2oHpCL1gs SFI6AGkGLXGm/GYZXd9Wp3XSlYfh CeptfyBvAyVTcmhwY60mo//f+MRv PnWnDrougxCFdW116tb7zubL55+2 6ru/3+0paVYThkpSjNdQ4WBVc4dN wJvNYGQeYCr/Lpydy/+onG8lJ9dz ONqYSJ4gVn4LyUdQ/6tz8Gn+I9Wi dG0gtsRom2PKuTvKCy6bc/NNnBl8 G3lqfNXpp1e9F+1BZ9CfECemRRZ 9l2sJmMS1ZJVI4JsHYUR9qlNRjHm cCmk1QWNbApTHAEhxo0ms8C1Ngyj 2k9wVKiM7PlRo8KJNq0bmNo6Eevj GlRGv+Uo63670QN0tqZzH2nBHdjn 3tz8X/eqHLFUVpzpSuHij0tKipBX UnnmdIxN8icmHkAZrg/irIbMMCcT 35pSy6bjo8vfh7WS7gc7Meezw97x 4NFkBvkA9klfRKTr+SYnJIzMiSM3 JFf5De5Dx6CP+FauP7UGgaLmR2yV GH3L4Ots2o=</latexit>
n = 1
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FIG. 5. Wave functions of the two lowest three-magnon
bound states at the critical field µ0Hc = 12.91 T. The uni-
versal function f(z) and the left hand side of Eq. (8) for (a)
the ground state (n = 0) and for (b) the first excited state
(n = 1) are compared as functions of the rescaled wave num-
ber z =
√
3/4|k|/κn normalized by κn for each n. Here we set
the relative coordinate as r = a3/2 so that a pair of particles
occupy two nearest-neighbor sites. The gray shaded regions
indicate the nonuniversal regime (|k| > 1).
1/
√
mzEn is a characteristic linear size of the n-th bound
state:
κ−10 = 0.799, κ
−1
1 = 14.9. (10)
The wave function in Eq. (8) is normalized to satisfy
ψm(r;kmin) = f(0) = 1, where |kmin| ≈ 0 is the smallest
wave number. The Efimov character of each state can
be quantified by comparing the expression on the left
hand side of Eq. (8) against the universal function. The
comparison shown in Fig. 5 reveals that the wave function
of the n = 0 exhibits some deviations from the universal
behavior because of the above-mentioned lattice effect.
However, the excellent agreement that is obtained for
the n = 1 state at long wavelengths (|k| < 1) confirms
that these two states are indeed the bottom of the Efimov
tower.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we predict that the magnetic field acts as
a knob to tune the s-wave scattering length of magnons
in Yb2Ti2O7. Thus, the field plays the same role as in
the Feshbach resonances of ultracold atomic gases. A
two-magnon resonance condition is achieved at an ex-
perimentally reachable magnetic field strength of ∼13 T
along the [110] direction, where the scattering length di-
verges and the binding transition occurs. As in the case of
atomic gases, Efimov states are expected to emerge near
this field value. Indeed, our calculations reveal a cou-
ple of three-magnon bound states with the s-wave wave
function just below the three-magnon continuum of the
excitation spectrum. While the ground state (n = 0) ex-
hibits some deviations from the universal character due
to lattice effects, the first excited state (n = 1) is indeed
an Efimov state.
The results presented in this work are based on
the Hamiltonian parameters of Yb2Ti2O7 reported in
Ref. [31]. Other experimental works [36–40] report larger
values of Jzz, while the other parameters are almost the
same. The resulting critical fields for the two-magnon
resonance condition are
Ref. [36] : µ0Hc = 9.09 T,
Refs. [37, 38] : µ0Hc = 8.80 T,
Ref. [39] : µ0Hc = 11.81 T,
Ref. [40] : µ0Hc = 11.48 T.
Yb2Ge2O7 is another candidate material, whose Hamil-
tonian parameters have been recently reported [41]. In
this case, the two-magnon resonance is achieved at
Ref. [41] : µ0Hc = 14.80 T.
In all cases, the two-magnon resonance condition is
achieved for experimentally reachable magnetic field val-
ues along the [110] direction.
Raman scattering is the ideal technique for detecting
two-magnon bound states [42, 43]. The effective Ra-
man operator is a linear combination of the exchange
interaction terms of the spin Hamiltonian H˜spin (see Ap-
pendix B) [43]. After performing the canonical (unitary)
transformation that transforms H˜spin into Heff , the re-
sulting effective Raman operator includes terms that cre-
ate pairs of bosons. These terms are responsible for the
transitions between the ground state and two-magnon
bound states. Moreover, the effective Raman operator
also includes terms that create three bosons, implying
that three-magnon bound states can also be detected via
Raman spectroscopy. These three-magnon terms of the
effective Raman operator originate from the simultane-
ous presence of a†ra
†
r′ and nra
†
r′ terms in the original hard
core boson model H˜spin. However, the intensity of the
three-magnon absorption is smaller than the one for the
two-magnon bound states by a factor of order (J/H)2,
where J represents the energy scale of Jz±, J±±, or J±.
7The binding energy of the n = 0 Efimov state is of or-
der 0.1 meV [Eq. (5)], implying that the required energy
resolution is compatible with state of the art THz Ra-
man scattering [44]. The same is true for the binding
energy of the two-magnon bound state (green thick line
in Fig. 4). The binding energy of the n = 1 state, on
the other hand, is too small (of order 0.1 µeV) to be de-
tected by the existing spectroscopic techniques. Neutron
scattering can also be used to observe the two-magnon
and three-magnon bound states [45, 46]. However, the
corresponding intensity is weak in both cases because it
arises from the small hybridization of these bound states
with the single-magnon state.
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Appendix A: Spin Hamiltonian
In this section, we specify the local spin axes and the
phase factors of the spin Hamiltonian Hspin. The spin
operators are expressed in a local reference frame whose
z-axis is parallel to the local [111] direction. Following
the notation of Ref. [31], the basis of the local reference
frame for sublattice α = 1–4 reads
x1 =
(
− 2√
6
, 1√
6
, 1√
6
)
, z1 =
(
1√
3
, 1√
3
, 1√
3
)
,
x2 =
(
− 2√
6
,− 1√
6
,− 1√
6
)
, z2 =
(
1√
3
,− 1√
3
,− 1√
3
)
,
x3 =
(
2√
6
, 1√
6
,− 1√
6
)
, z3 =
(
− 1√
3
, 1√
3
,− 1√
3
)
,
x4 =
(
2√
6
,− 1√
6
, 1√
6
)
, z4 =
(
− 1√
3
,− 1√
3
, 1√
3
)
,
(A1)
and yα = zα×xα. The g-tensor takes the diagonal form
in the local reference frame:
g =
g⊥ 0 00 g⊥ 0
0 0 g‖
 . (A2)
The phase factors in Hspin are
ζ =

0 −1 eipi3 e−ipi3
−1 0 e−ipi3 eipi3
ei
pi
3 e−i
pi
3 0 −1
e−i
pi
3 ei
pi
3 −1 0
 , γ = −ζ∗. (A3)
Appendix B: Hard-core boson representation of the
spin Hamiltonian
In this section, we express the spin Hamiltonian in a
new local reference frame and then apply a Matsubara-
Matsuda transformation [32] (exact mapping between
spin 1/2 operators and hard-core bosons). The new local
reference frame, defined by the three axes (x˜α, y˜α, z˜α),
is such that z˜α is parallel to the direction of local mag-
netic moments, mα, that minimizes the classical limit of
Hspin. In other words, z˜α is parallel to the direction of
the magnetic moment that is obtained from a mean field
decoupling of the exchange interaction in Hspin. In the
new reference frame, we map the spin 1/2 operators into
creation and annihilation operators of hard-core bosons:
S˜zr =
1
2
− nr, (B1)
S˜+r = S˜
x
r + iS˜
y
r = ar, (B2)
S˜−r = S˜
x
r − iS˜yr = a†r, (B3)
with nr = a
†
rar. The hard-core condition, (a
†
r)
2 = 0,∀r,
is necessary to keep the dimension of the local Hilbert
space equal to 2. The original spin Hamiltonian [Eq. (2)
in the main text] can then be reexpressed as a Hamilto-
nian for a gas of hard-core bosons, whose particle number
is not conserved. Up to an irrelevant constant, we obtain
H˜spin =
∑
〈rr′〉
[
(tαrαr′a
†
rar′ + h.c.) + Vαrαr′nrnr′
+ (A++αrαr′a
†
ra
†
r′ + h.c.)
+ (An+αrαr′nra
†
r′ + A
+n
αrαr′a
†
rnr′ + h.c.)
]
−
∑
r
µαrnr + U
∑
r
nr(nr − 1). (B4)
The on-site repulsion U =∞ enforces the hard-core con-
straint, while the other model parameters µα, tαα′ , Vαα′ ,
A++αα′ , A
n+
αα′ , and A
+n
αα′ depend on the external field H.
We note that the choice z˜α ‖ mα eliminates all the linear
terms in ar and a
†
r from H˜spin.
Figure 6 shows the field dependence of the parameters
of H˜spin that are obtained for the exchange matrix and
the g-tensor that have been reported for Yb2Ti2O7 [31].
Through a proper U(1) gauge transformation, ar →
are
iθr , it is possible to make all the parameters tαrαr′ real,
except for t23, and, in addition, t12 = t42 = t31 = t34 < 0
and t14 < 0.
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FIG. 6. Sublattice structure of pyrochlore lattice and
model parameters for H˜spin. (a)–(e) Field dependence of the
model parameters of H˜spin obtained by applying a local rota-
tion to the spin Hamiltonian Hspin of Yb2Ti2O7. Note that
the following relation equations hold: µ1 = µ4, µ2 = µ3,
t12 = t13 = t24 = t34, V12 = V13 = V24 = V34, A
++
12 = A
++
24 ,
A++13 = A
++
34 , A
n+
12 = −A+n24 , An+13 = −A+n34 , An+14 = −A+n14 ,
An+24 = −A+n12 , and An+34 = −A+n13 . Inset of (a) shows schematic
view of the pyrochlore lattice with sublattice indices 1–4.
Appendix C: Derivation of the effective boson model
The effective Hamiltonian, Heff , is derived from H˜spin
in the high-field regime by applying the second order per-
turbation theory. For a strong enough field H, the chem-
ical potential term becomes the dominant energy scale.
We then divide H˜spin into two parts:
H˜spin = H0 +H1, (C1)
H0 =−
∑
r
µαrnr + U
∑
r
nr(nr − 1), (C2)
H1 =
∑
〈rr′〉
[
(tαrαr′a
†
rar′ + h.c.) + Vαrαr′nrnr′
+ (A++αrαr′a
†
ra
†
r′ + h.c.)
+ (An+αrαr′nra
†
r′ + A
+n
αrαr′a
†
rnr′ + h.c.)
]
, (C3)
where H0 is the unperturbed part and H1 is the per-
turbation. The energy spectrum of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian has discrete energy levels E(N14, E23) =
∆14N14 + ∆23N23, where ∆α ≡ −µα, ∆14 = ∆1 = ∆4,
∆23 = ∆2 = ∆3, and N14 (N23) is the number of hard-
core bosons in sublattices 1 and 4 (2 and 3) (Fig. 7). H0 is
massively degenerate in each sector (N14, N23) except for
(N14, N23) = (0, 0). The eigenvalues for different sectors
are separated by an energy gap proportional to the field
strength H. In the high-field regime, one can construct
an effective Hamiltonian acting on each sector by treat-
ing H1 as a perturbation. For each degenerate subspace
SE of H0 with eigenenergy E, we introduce a projector
PE and the orthogonal projector QE = 1− PE . To sec-
ond order in the perturbation, the effective Hamiltonian
acting on SE is given by
Heff(E) = E + PEH1PE + PEH1QE 1
E −H0QEH1PE .
(C4)
We are interested in the effective low-energy Hamiltonian
that is obtained by projecting on the lowest energy sector
for each total number of magnons N = N14 +N23. This
is simply the sector that satisfies N = N14 and N23 = 0.
For instance, let us consider the single-particle hopping
amplitude t‖ between nearest-neighbor sites of the low-
energy chains 1 or 4 [Inset of Fig. 6(a)]. While the second
term on the right hand side of Eq. (C4) is simply t14a
†
4a1,
the third term has contributions from multiple perturba-
tion processes, including a number-conserving perturba-
tion process where a magnon tunnels via sublattice 2 or
sublattice 3, e.g., hopping process 1→ 2→ 4. By taking
into account all the other perturbation processes, we ob-
tain the nearest-neighbor intra-chain hopping amplitude,
t‖ =t14 − A
++
12 (A
++
24 )
∗ + A++13 (A
++
34 )
∗
∆14 + ∆23
− A
n+
14 (A
+n
14 )
∗
∆14
− t12t24 + t13t34
∆23 −∆14 . (C5)
9FIG. 7. Schematic view of energy spectrum of the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian H0 and the full Hamiltonian H0 +H1 in
the N -magnon sector with N = 0–3. The red levels corre-
spond to the states where all magnons occupy the low-energy
sublattices 1 or 4.
The other model parameters are obtained in a similar
way,
t′‖ =−
|A++14 |2
2∆14
, (C6)
t⊥ = t′⊥ =−
A++12 (A
++
24 )
∗
∆23 + ∆14
− t12t24
∆23 −∆14
=− A
++
13 (A
++
34 )
∗
∆23 + ∆14
− t13t34
∆23 −∆14 , (C7)
µ =µ1 − 2
∑
γ=2,3,4
|A++1γ |2
∆1 + ∆γ
+ 2
∑
γ=2,3
t1γtγ1
∆γ −∆1
+ 2
∑
γ=2,3,4
An+1γ (A
n+
1γ )
∗
∆γ
, (C8)
u‖ =V14 +
[
−
∑
γ=2,3
(An+1γ )
∗A+nγ4 + (A
n+
4γ )
∗A+nγ1
∆γ
]
+ 2
|An+41 |2 + |An+14 |2
∆14
, (C9)
u′‖ = − 2
(An+14 )
∗A+n41
∆14
, (C10)
u⊥ = − (A
n+
12 )
∗A+n24 + A
n+
12 (A
+n
24 )
∗
∆23
, (C11)
v1 = − |A
++
14 |2
−2∆14 − t
′
‖, (C12)
v2 = − (A
n+
14 )
∗An+41
∆14
, (C13)
w = 2
|A+n14 |2
∆14
− u′‖. (C14)
The effective hopping amplitudes t‖ and t⊥ have strong
field dependence because of the dominant tunneling pro-
cesses via the high-energy chains 2 and 3. Figure 8 shows
the field dependence of each term on the right hand sides
of Eqs. (C5) and (C7), as well as the total values. The
fourth term of Eq. (C5) and the second term of Eq. (C7)
give the dominant contributions to the field dependence
of the hopping amplitude. These terms correspond to
the number-conserving perturbation processes discussed
above.
In the main text, we focus on the resonance condition
µ0H = 12.91 T where the model parameters (in meV)
are:
t‖ =− 0.04357,
t′‖ =− 0.003748,
t⊥ = t′⊥ =− 0.01061,
µ =− 2.736,
u‖ =− 0.2856,
u′‖ =− 4.191× 10−7,
u⊥ =0.01090.
v1 =0.007495,
v2 =2.095× 10−7,
w =8.382× 10−7.
Appendix D: Solution of the few-body problem
1. Convenient notation of lattice site coordinates
We first introduce a new notation for the lattice sites,
which turns out to be convenient for implementing sym-
metry operations on the Lippmann-Schwinger equation.
These operations are used to reduce the computational
cost of solving the three-magnon problem. Each lat-
tice site is specified by r = rxex + ryey + rzez where
rx,y = 1, 2, · · · , L, rz = 1, 2, · · · , 2L, with ex = a1−a3/2,
ey = a2 − a3/2, and ez = a3/2. The sign mr ≡
(−1)rx+ry+rz is the sublattice index, namely mr = +1
(−1) corresponds to the sublattice αr = 4 (1) (Fig. 1).
The primitive translation vectors (a1,2,3) and the recip-
rocal vectors (G1,2,3) of the pyrochlore lattice are
a1 =
√
2`(0, 1, 1)
a2 =
√
2`(1, 0, 1)
a3 =
√
2`(1, 1, 0)
,

G1 =
pi√
2`
(−1, 1, 1)
G2 =
pi√
2`
(1,−1, 1)
G3 =
pi√
2`
(1, 1,−1)
,
(D1)
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FIG. 8. Decomposition of the hopping amplitudes. (a) t‖
and (b) t⊥ are decomposed into four and two terms as in the
right hand sides of Eqs. (C5) and (C7), respectively.
where ` is the distance between nearest-neighbor Yb
cation pairs. We take ` as the unit of length. For a finite
lattice of (2× L3)-sites with even L, the wave vectors in
the first Brillouin zone are given by
k =
3∑
d=1
Gd
nd
L
,
(
nd = −L
2
, · · · , L
2
− 1
)
. (D2)
The summation over k becomes an integral in the infinite
volume limit L→∞:
1
L3
∑
k
→
∫
k
≡
∫∫∫ pi
−pi
dk1dk2dk3
(2pi)3
∣∣∣∣∣
k =
1
2pi
3∑
d=1
kdGd
.
(D3)
The integration over the first Brillouin zone is redefined
by shifting the wave vector k:
k˜x = k1 − k32
k˜y = k2 − k32
k˜z = k3
:
∫
k
→
∫∫∫ pi
−pi
dk˜xdk˜ydk˜z
(2pi)3
∣∣∣∣∣
k= 12pi
(
k˜xG˜x+k˜yG˜y+
k˜z
2 G˜z
),
(D4)
with
G˜x = G1, G˜y = G2, G˜z = G1 +G2 + 2G3. (D5)
We choose the subscript {x, y, z} for G˜ instead of {1, 2, 3}
because G˜x,y,z can be regarded as the reciprocal vectors
of the lattice spanned by the primitive vectors ex,y,z,
2pi
G˜µ × G˜ν
G˜x · (G˜y × G˜z)
=
∑
γ
µνγeγ , (D6)
where µνγ is the Levi-Civita tensor.
In this notation, the effective boson Hamiltonian be-
comes
Heff =
∑
r
[∑
e
tmre a
†
rar+e +
∑
e,e′
u
mrmr+e
ee′ a
†
ra
†
r+ear+e′ar
]
− µ
∑
r
a†rar. (D7)
The hopping amplitudes tme and the two-body interac-
tions umm
′
ee′ are defined as
tme =

t‖ if e = ±ez;
t′‖ if e = ±2ez;
t⊥ if e = ±ex,y,±(ex,y +mez);
0 otherwise,
(D8)
umm
′
ee′ =

u‖ if e = e′ = ez, m = m′;
u⊥ if e = e′ = ex,y, m = m′;
−u⊥ if e = e′ = (ex,y +mez), m = m′;
v1 if e = −e′ = ±ez, m = m′;
U =∞ if e = e′ = 0, m = m′;
0 otherwise,
(D9)
where m ≡ −m. Note that we neglected u′‖, v2, and w
because they are much smaller than the other interac-
tions as discussed in the main text (Sec. II A).
In what follows, we consider the one-, two-, and three-
magnon subspaces spanned by one-magnon states a†r1 |∅〉,
two-magnon states a†r1a
†
r2 |∅〉, and three-magnon states
a†r1a
†
r2a
†
r3 |∅〉, respectively. The boson vacuum |∅〉 repre-
sents the ground state.
2. Single-magnon problem
The projection of the Schro¨dinger equation, E|Ψ〉 =
Heff |Ψ〉, onto the single-magnon basis states a†r|∅〉 leads
to
EΨ(r) = 〈∅|arHeff |Ψ〉 =
∑
e
tmre Ψ(r+ e), (D10)
where |Ψ〉 is in the one-magnon subspace, and Ψ(r) =
〈∅|ar|Ψ〉. From the Fourier transform,
Ψ˜m(k) =
∑
r∈m
e−ik·rΨ(r), Ψ(r) =
1
L3
∑
k
eik·rΨ˜mr(k),
(D11)
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where the sum of r ∈ m runs over all the lattice sites of
a given sublattice, mr = m, we obtain
E
[
Ψ˜+(k)
Ψ˜−(k)
]
=
[
εk++ εk+−
εk−+ εk−−
] [
Ψ˜+(k)
Ψ˜−(k)
]
, (D12)
where
εkmm = −µ+ 2t′‖ cos(2k · ez)
+ 2t⊥[cos(k · ex +mk · ez) + cos(k · ey +mk · ez)],
εkmm = 2t‖ cos(k · ez) + 2t⊥[cos(k · ex) + cos(k · ey)].
(D13)
The single-magnon spectrum is given by the eigenvalues
of the matrix εk.
3. Two-magnon problem
In this subsection, we explain how to compute the
s-wave scattering length and the binding energy of the
two-magnon bound state using the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation. Similarly to the single-magnon problem,
the projection of the Schro¨dinger equation, E|Ψ〉 =
Heff |Ψ〉, onto the (unnormalized) two-magnon basis
states a†r1a
†
r2 |∅〉 leads to
EΨ(r1, r2) =〈∅|ar2ar1Heff |Ψ〉
=
∑
e
[
t
mr1
e Ψ(r1 + e, r2) + t
mr2
e Ψ(r1, r2 + e)
]
+
∑
e,e′
[
δr2 r1+eu
mr1mr1+e
ee′ Ψ(r1, r1 + e
′)
+ δr1 r2+eu
mr2mr2+e
ee′ Ψ(r2 + e
′, r2)
]
,
(D14)
where Ψ(r1, r2) = 〈∅|ar2ar1 |Ψ〉. Here, we focus on
the two-magnon scattering in the long-wavelength limit
(k → 0) to compute the s-wave scattering length a. For
this purpose, we consider the bottom of the two-magnon
continuum with zero center-of-mass momentum K = 0
and energy E = 2E0 (E0 = −µ+ 2t‖ + 2t′‖ + 8t⊥). From
the Fourier transform,
Ψ˜m1m2(k1,k2) =
∑
r1∈m1,r2∈m2
e−i(k1·r1+k2·r2)Ψ(r1, r2),
Ψ(r1, r2) =
1
L6
∑
k1,k2
ei(k1·r1+k2·r2)Ψ˜mr1mr2 (k1,k2),
(D15)
we obtain
∑
m′1,m
′
2
[
Eδm1m′1δm2m′2 − εk1m1m′1δm2m′2 − εk2m2m′2δm1m′1
] (
Ψ˜m′1m′2(k1,k2)− δk10δk20φm′1m′2L3
)
=
1
L3
∑
k′2
∑
e,e′
[
e−i(k2·e−k
′
2·e′)um1m2ee′ + e
−i{k1·e−(k1+k2−k′2)·e′}um2m1ee′
]
Ψ˜m1m2(k1 + k2 − k′2,k′2), (D16)
where me = me′ is always satisfied for finite u
mm′
ee′ .
φm′1m′2 represents the two-magnon eigenstate of the non-
interacting problem with eigenvalue 2E0 in momentum
space,∑
m′1,m
′
2
[
ε0m1m′1δm2m′2 + ε0m2m′2δm1m′1
]
φm′1m′2 = 2E0φm1m2 ,
(D17)∑
m′1,m
′
2
φ∗m′1m′2φm′1m′2 = 1, (D18)
that has a simple solution, φm1m2 = 1/2 ∀(m1,m2), for
k1 = k2 = 0. We only consider states with zero center-of-
mass momentum and impose the ansatz Ψ˜mm′(k1,k2) =
δk1 −k2 ψ˜mm′(k2), which is symmetric under an exchange
of two bosons: ψ˜mm′(k) = ψ˜m′m(−k). The unknown
functions ψ˜mm′(k) satisfy the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion:
ψ˜m1m2(k) = δk0φm1m2L
3 +
1
L3
∑
k′
∑
m′1,m
′
2
∑
e,e′
[G(k)]m1m2;m′1m′2
{
e−i(k·e−k
′·e′)um
′
1m
′
2
ee′ + e
i(k·e−k′·e′)um
′
1m
′
2
ee′
}
ψ˜m′1m′2(k
′),
(D19)
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where the propagator matrix G(k) is defined as[
G−1(k)
]
m1m2;m
′
1m
′
2
≡ Eδm1m′1δm2m′2
− ε−km1m′1δm2m′2 − εkm2m′2δm1m′1
(D20)
=
[
G−1(−k)]
m2m1;m
′
2m
′
1
. (D21)
The last equality arises from the exchange symmetry
of bosons. The inverse Fourier transform, ψm1m2(r) =
1
L3
∑
k e
ik·rψ˜m1m2(k), leads to
ψm1m2(r) = φm1m2 +
∫
k
∑
m′1,m
′
2
∑
e,e′
[
eik·r [G(k)]m1m2;m′1,m′2 + e
−ik·r [G(k)]m2m1;m′1,m′2
]
e−ik·eum
′
1,m
′
2
ee′ ψm′1,m′2(e
′),
(D22)
in the infinite volume limit L→∞. Note that the prop-
erties, [G(k)]m1m2;m′1m′2 = [G(−k)]m2m1;m′2m′1 , u
m′1m
′
2
ee′ =
u
m′2m
′
1
ee′ , and ψm′1m′2(r) = ψm′2m′1(−r) are used to derive
Eq. (D22), which leads to a linear system of equations for
the 12 unknown variables ψm1m2(e). These 12 unknown
variables and the interaction matrix elements acting on
them are summarized as
ψ+−(ez) ⇒ u+−ezez = u‖, u+−(−ez)(+ez) = v1,
ψ−+(ez) ⇒ u−+ezez = u‖, u−+(−ez)(+ez) = v1,
ψ+−(ex,y) ⇒ u+−ex,yex,y = u⊥,
ψ−+(ex,y) ⇒ u−+ex,yex,y = u⊥,
ψ++(ex,y + ez) ⇒ u++(ex,y+ez)(ex,y+ez) = −u⊥,
ψ−−(ex,y − ez) ⇒ u−−(ex,y−ez)(ex,y−ez) = −u⊥,
ψ++(0) ⇒ u++00 = U =∞,
ψ−−(0) ⇒ u−−00 = U =∞.
Note that ψm1m2(r) = ψm2m1(−r) by the exchange sym-
metry of bosons, implying that ψ+−(−ez) = ψ−+(ez)
and ψ−+(−ez) = ψ+−(ez). For concreteness, Eq. (D22)
can be expressed as
Iψ = φ+A(E)ψ ⇒ ψ = [I − A(E)]−1 φ, (D23)
with
ψt =
[
ψ+−(ez), ψ−+(ez), ψ+−(ex), ψ+−(ey),
ψ−+(ex), ψ−+(ey), ψ++(ex + ez), ψ++(ey + ez),
ψ−−(ex − ez), ψ−−(ey − ez),Uψ++(0),Uψ−−(0)
]
,
φt =
[
φ+−, φ−+, φ+−, φ+−, φ−+, φ−+,
φ++, φ++, φ−−, φ−−, φ++, φ−−
]
,
where I and A(E) are 12 by 12 matrices; Iνν′ = δνν′(1−
δν11 − δν12), and components of A(E) are integrals over
k-space. The integration in Eq. (D22) is performed by
applying the Gaussian quadrature rule to discretize k-
integrals. It is worth noting that u±±00 ψ±±(0) is finite for
the self-consistent solution, while ψ±±(0) = 0 because of
u±±00 =∞.
The substitution of the obtained ψ to Eq. (D22) pro-
vides the wave function for the two-magnon scattering.
The value of a is extracted from the wave function by
multiplying both sides of Eq. (D22) by φ∗m1m2 and tak-
ing the sum over m1 and m2:
∑
m1,m2
φ∗m1m2ψm1m2(r)
= 1 +
∫
k
∑
m1,m2,m′1,m
′
2
∑
e,e′
φ∗m1m2
[
eik·r [G(k)]m1m2;m′1,m′2 + e
−ik·r [G(k)]m2m1;m′1,m′2
]
e−ik·eum
′
1,m
′
2
ee′ ψm′1,m′2(e
′),
r→∞−−−→ 1− a
r
, (D24)
where r = |r| and r =
(√
mx
mz
rx,
√
mx
mz
ry,
rz
2
)
with r = rxex+ryey+rzez. The divergent behavior of the Green’s
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function in the infrared limit,∑
m1,m2
φ∗m1m2 [G(k)]m1m2;m′1,m′2
k→0−−−→ −mz
k
2 δm1m′1δm2m′2 ,
(D25)
determines the asymptotic behavior of the integral in
Eq. (D24). The definition of k is given in Eq. (4) of
the main text:
k = (kx, ky, kz)
=
[√
mz
mx
(
k1 − k3
2
)
,
√
mz
mx
(
k2 − k3
2
)
, k3
]
. (D26)
After changing the variables and extending the integra-
tion interval to [−∞,∞], we obtain the following asymp-
totic behavior for the integral in Eq. (D24):∫
k
eik·r
k
2 =
1
2pi
mx
mz
∫ √mz
mx
pi
−√mzmx pi
dkx
∫ √mz
mx
pi
−√mzmx pi
dky
∫ pi
−pi
dkz
eik·r
k
2
'mx
mz
1
4pir
, (D27)
which leads to a simple expression for the s-wave scat-
tering length,
a =
mx
4pi
∑
m1,m2
∑
e,e′
φ∗m1m2 {ψm1m2(e′) + ψm2m1(e′)}um1m2ee′
=
mx
4pi
∑
m1,m2
∑
e,e′
ψm1m2(e
′)um1m2ee′ . (D28)
The second line is obtained from the first one by using
φm1m2 = 1/2.
Finally, for the two-magnon bound states, we set E <
2E0 and φm1m2 = 0 in Eq. (D22). Then, we can ob-
tain the two-magnon bound state energy E by numeri-
cally solving det [I − A(E)] = 0 instead of Eq. (D23). Its
binding energy is provided by ∆ = E − 2E0.
4. Three-magnon problem
The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the three-
magnon problem is derived in the same way as in the
previous cases. We introduce the real space representa-
tion of the three-magnon wave function and its Fourier
transform,
Ψ(r1, r2, r3) =〈∅|ar3ar2ar1 |Ψ〉, (D29)
Ψ˜m(k1,k2,k3) =
[ 3∏
ν=1
∑
rν∈mν
]
e−i
∑3
ν′=1 kν′ ·rν′Ψ(r1, r2, r3),
(D30)
ψm(r;k) =
1
L3
∑
k′
eik
′·rΨ˜m(−k− k′,k′,k)
=e−ik·rψ(m2,m1,m3)(−r;k), (D31)
with m = (m1,m2,m3). Note that the zero center-of-
mass momentum condition, k1 + k2 + k3 = 0, and the
exchange symmetry of bosons are imposed in the above
transformation. In this way, we obtain a linear set of
equations for the three-magnon problem:
ψm(r;k) =
∫
k′
∑
m′1,m
′
2,m
′
3
∑
e,e′
[
{
eik
′·r [G(k′,k)]m1m2m3;m′1m′2m′3 + e
−i(k′+k)·r [G(k′,k)]m2m1m3;m′1m′2m′3
}
e−ik
′·eum
′
1m
′
2
ee′ ψ(m′1,m′2,m′3)(e
′;k)
+
[{
eik
′·r [G(k′,k)]m1m2m3;m′1m′2m′3 + e
−i(k′+k)·r [G(k′,k)]m2m1m3;m′1m′2m′3
}
e−ik·e
+
{
eik
′·r [G(k′,k)]m1m2m3;m′3m′2m′1 + e
−i(k′+k)·r [G(k′,k)]m2m1m3;m′3m′2m′1
}
ei(k
′+k)·e
]
u
m′1m
′
3
ee′ ψ(m′1,m′3,m′2)(e
′;k′)
]
,
(D32)
where the propagator matrix G(k′,k) is defined as
[
G−1(k′,k)
]
m1m2m3;m
′
1m
′
2m
′
3
≡ Eδm1m′1δm2m′2δm3m′3 − ε−(k′+k)m1m′1δm2m′2δm3m′3
− εk′m2m′2δm3m′3δm1m′1 − εkm3m′3δm1m′1δm2m′2 .
(D33)
The 24 unknown functions and the interaction matrix
elements acting on them are summarized as
ψ(+,−,m)(ez;k) ⇒ u+−ezez = u‖, u+−(−ez)(+ez) = v1,
ψ(−,+,m)(ez;k) ⇒ u−+ezez = u‖, u−+(−ez)(+ez) = v1,
ψ(+,−,m)(ex,y;k) ⇒ u+−ex,yex,y = u⊥,
ψ(−,+,m)(ex,y;k) ⇒ u−+ex,yex,y = u⊥,
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ψ(+,+,m)(ex,y + ez;k) ⇒ u++(ex,y+ez)(ex,y+ez) = −u⊥,
ψ(−,−,m)(ex,y − ez;k) ⇒ u−−(ex,y−ez)(ex,y−ez) = −u⊥,
ψ(+,+,m)(0;k) ⇒ u++00 = U =∞,
ψ(−,−,m)(0;k) ⇒ u−−00 = U =∞,
where m = ±. Note that the exchange sym-
metry of bosons implies ψ(m1,m2,m3)(r;k) =
e−ik·rψ(m2,m1,m3)(−r;k) and thus, ψ(+,−,m)(−ez;k) =
eik·ezψ(−,+,m)(ez;k), and ψ(−,+,m)(−ez;k) =
eik·ezψ(+,−,m)(ez;k). Similar to the two-magnon
problem, u±±00 ψ(±,±,m)(0;k) is assumed to be finite,
while ψ(±,±,m)(0;k) = 0. The self-consistency of this
assumption is confirmed by the numerical solutions of
Eq. (D32).
To reduce the computational cost, we exploit the sym-
metry of the wave function ψm(r;k). The propagator has
the following symmetry properties inherited from the ef-
fective boson Hamiltonian Heff :
[G(k′,k)]m1m2m3;m′1m′2m′3
= [G(k′,k)]m1m2m3;m′1m′2m′3
∣∣
k˜x↔k˜y,k˜′x↔k˜′y
= [G(k′,k)]m1 m2 m3;m′1 m′2 m′3
∣∣
k˜x→−k˜x,k˜y→−k˜y,
k˜′x→−k˜′x,k˜′y→−k˜′y
= [G(k′,k)]m1 m2 m3;m′1 m′2 m′3
∣∣
k˜z→−k˜z,k˜′z→−k˜′z , (D34)
with k(′) = 12pi
[
k˜
(′)
x G˜x + k˜
(′)
y G˜y +
k˜(′)z
2 G˜z
]
. By applying
these symmetries on the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
for the three-magnon problem, we can demonstrate that
ψm(r;k), ψm(r;k)|rx↔ry,k˜x↔k˜y ,
ψm(r;k)|rx→−rx,ry→−ry,k˜x→−k˜x,k˜y→−k˜y ,
ψm(r;k)|rz→−rz,k˜z→−k˜z (D35)
with m = (m1,m2,m3) satisfy the same integral equa-
tion. For a non-degenerate eigenstate, the wavefunction
must take the symmetric form,
ψm(r;k) = ± ψm(r;k)|rx↔ry,k˜x↔k˜y
= ± ψm(r;k)|rx→−rx,ry→−ry,k˜x→−k˜x,k˜y→−k˜y
= ± ψm(r;k)|rz→−rz,k˜z→−k˜z . (D36)
In the calculation, we choose the “+” sign for each sym-
metry operation because the Efimov states belong to the
s-wave sector. As in the case of the two-magnon prob-
lem, we apply the Gaussian quadrature rule to discretize
k-integrals. A bound state with a larger characteris-
tic size (closer to the three-magnon continuum) requires
finer momentum space discretization. For the finest mo-
mentum space discretization that can be achieved with
current supercomputers, we can obtain the energy eigen-
values and the corresponding wave functions for the two
lowest energy states in the Efimov tower.
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FIG. 9. Universal function f(z) associated with Efimov
states. The normalization is chosen to satisfy f(0) = 1.
Appendix E: Wave function of the Efimov state in
the unitary limit
In this section, we consider the wave function of the
Efimov state in continuum space [4]. The three-body
bound state problem for bosons with an isotropic mass m
can be reduced to a solution of the following Skorniakov-
Ter-Martirosian (STM) integral equation:[√
3p2
4
−mE − i0+ − 1
a
]
φ˜(p)
=
1
pi2
∫
dq
1
p2 + q2 + p · q−mE − i0+ φ˜(q), (E1)
where p is the momentum corresponding to k in Eq. (4)
and the wave function φ˜(p) ∝ ∫ dR ∫ dr e−ip·rφ(R −
r/2,R−r/2,R+r/2) corresponds to ψm(e;k) in Eq. (8)
of the main text. By setting E ≡ −κ2m and φ˜(p) = φ˜(p =|p|), we obtain[√
3p2
4
+ κ2 − 1
a
]
φ˜(p)
=
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
dq
q
p
ln
(
p2 + q2 + pq + κ2
p2 + q2 − pq + κ2
)
φ˜(q). (E2)
In the unitary limit a→∞, the n-th bound state solution
is given by
lim
n→∞κn =
κ∗
λn
with lim
n→∞ φ˜n(p) =
f
(√
3
4
p
κn
)
3
4
(
p
κn
)2
+ 1
,
(E3)
where
f(z) =
sin[s0arcsinh(z)]
s0z
√
z2 + 1 (E4)
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FIG. 10. Wave functions of the two lowest three-magnon
bound states at the critical field µ0Hc = 12.91 T. The uni-
versal function f(z) and the numerical solutions for (a) the
ground state (n = 0) and for (b) the first excited state
(n = 1) are compared as functions of the rescaled wave num-
ber z =
√
3/4|k|/κn normalized by κn for each n. All the
calculated 24 functions are grouped into three categories, I,
II, and III, and the common symbols are used for each group
as shown in the legend. The gray shaded regions indicate the
nonuniversal regime (|k| > 1).
is the universal function plotted in Fig. 9 [35]. The con-
stant s0 = 1.00624 solves
8√
3s0
sinh
(
pi
6 s0
)
cosh
(
pi
2 s0
) = 1. (E5)
In Fig. 5 of the main text, we demonstrate that the
universal function f(z) well describes the three-magnon
wave functions especially for the n = 1 state. Figure 10
now shows the full comparison between the universal
function and solutions of the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion [Eq. (D32)]. Our numerical calculation provides a
set of 24 functions as a solution, which are grouped into
three categories as
I : ψ(m,m,m′)(0;k),
II : ψ(m,m,m′)(ez;k),
III : ψ(m,m,m′)(ex,y;k), ψ(m,m,m′)(ex,y +mez;k).
In addition to the category II presented in Fig. 5, the
wave functions of categories I and III are also plotted
in Fig. 10. All the wave functions show good agreement
with the universal function especially for the n = 1 state.
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